RE FRAN 5013 (IN 38701) - DTLINE NW OLS

1. ASSUME REF REFERS DIE WELT ARTICLE WHICH STATES FEDREP INTERIOR MINISTRY
   HAS INFORMED BRLN SENATE THAT LATTER HAS JURISDICTION OVER KGU. ARTICLE WAS
   PAGE 1 BRLN EDITION.

2. SIEGLERSCHMIDT STATES NO SUCH COMMUNICATION RECEIVED BRLN AS OF 5 MARCH,
   OBVIOUSLY SENATE WILL NOT ASSUME SOLE RESPONSIBILITY. SUSPECTS SOMEONE IN CWASH
   MAY HAVE PLANTED STORY.

3. GEFAELLER (ALSO RECEIVED - GESBDQLER) HAS NO KNOWLEDGE EITHER. BELIEVES
   "WOULD"
   AT MOST (PORTION GARBLED - BEING SERVICED) CONCERN JURISDICTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
   BETWEEN INTERIOR MINISTRY AND INTERIOR SENATOR RELATING ANY PUBLIC SAFETY ASPECTS
   KGU ACTIVITIES.

4. ON 4 MARCH JUSTICE SENATOR FORWARD KGU CASE TO USBER WHO PASSED TO BOB.
   WILL COMMENT FURTHER SEPARATELY. JUSTICE SENATOR STATED ORALLY THAT HE PREFERRED
   ODYOKE TOOK JURISDICTION "FOR POLITICAL REASONS" AND REFERRED TO DIE WELT ARTICLE
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